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Caribbean’s Bucuti & Tara Beach Resort Aligns at UN’s COP26 with Global
Leaders to Sign the Glasgow Declaration on Climate Action in Tourism
Owner/CEO Ewald Biemans is a launch signatory
EAGLE BEACH, Aruba – November 4, 2021 – Bucuti & Tara Beach Resort announces today that it has
become a signatory of the Glasgow Declaration on Climate Action in Tourism at the UN Climate Change
Conference (COP26). Owner/CEO Ewald Biemans was invited to join global hospitality leaders and with
Zurab Pololikashvili, Secretary-General of the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO),
in signing the Declaration at the launch event (shown here at 1:08:15.) Biemans is the among the
Caribbean’s first launch signatories, however every hospitality entity through the Caribbean region as well
as worldwide is invited and asked to monumental step as a sector to fight climate change. Biemans is also
attending COP26 as a winner of the Global UN 2020 Climate Action Award where he will be presenting
the resort’s journey beyond achieving net zero on Nov. 9.
Designed for the hospitality industry
The Glasgow Declaration on Climate Action in Tourism unites travel and tourism behind a common set
of pathways for climate action, aligning the sector with global commitments and catalyzing collaborative
solutions to the many challenges facing businesses and destinations globally. The Glasgow Declaration
encourages the acceleration of climate action in tourism by securing commitments to reduce emissions
in tourism by at least 50% over the next decade and achieve Net Zero as soon as possible before 2050.
Become a signatory
Every hospitality entity of any size throughout the world spanning accommodations, transportation, tour
operators and more, is encouraged to become a signatory. As a signatory of the Glasgow Declaration on
Climate Action in Tourism, those who Bucuti & Tara has committed to aligning its actions with the latest
scientific recommendations, so as to ensure its approach remains consistent with a rise of no more than
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels by 2100. It also has agreed to deliver or update climate action plans
within 12 months, align plans with the five pathways of the Declaration (Measure, Decarbonize,
Regenerate, Collaborate, Finance), report publicly on an annual basis, and work in a collaborative
spirit, sharing good practices and solutions, and disseminating information.
“It is an honor to represent the Caribbean as a launch signatory of the Glasgow Declaration for Climate
Action in Tourism here at the United Nations’ COP26,” shares Ewald Biemans, Owner/CEO of Bucuti &
Tara Beach Resort, Aruba. “The Glasgow Declaration provides the guidance and clear goals that I hope
prompts all of us through the Caribbean to join together to help to protect our vulnerable, yet beautiful
paradise, and to protect our people in working towards a better future.”

About the Glasgow Declaration
The Glasgow Declaration on Climate Action in Tourism brings together the latest research and global
expertise to galvanize climate action. It is hosted within the One Planet Sustainable Tourism Program’s
website, supported by recommended actions for tourism stakeholders across the world to consider as
part of their action planning, alongside other resources.
As the declaration states: “A just transition to Net Zero before 2050 will only be possible if tourism’s
recovery accelerates the adoption of sustainable consumption and production, and redefines our future
success to consider not only economic value but rather the regeneration of ecosystems, biodiversity and
communities.”
The need for a globally consistent approach for climate action in tourism has been made clear, notably
through research into CO2 emissions carried out by UNWTO/ITF and released at the UNFCCC COP25 in
December 2019. This showed that transport-related emissions from tourism were forecast to increase
by 25% by 2030 from 2016 levels, against the current ambition scenario.
In 2020, the One Planet Vision for a responsible recovery of the tourism sector was adopted with the
aim of emerging from the COVID-19 crisis both stronger and more sustainable. Climate action is a central
element of the Vision, which calls for monitoring and reporting CO2 emissions from tourism, promoting
the introduction of science-based targets, accelerating the decarbonization of tourism operations, and
engaging the tourism sector in carbon removal.
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Captions
Bucuti+Tara_Glasgow-group Ewald Biemans, owner/CEO of Bucuti & Tara Beach Resort, Aruba, (second
from left) was invited to be a launch signatory of the Glasgow Declaration for Climate Action in Tourism
by members of the World Tourism & Travel Council (far left, far right) and Zurab Pololikashvili, SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).
Bucuti+Tara_Glasgow-Biemans (l to r) Ewald Biemans, owner/CEO of Bucuti & Tara Beach Resort, Aruba,
signs the Glasgow Declaration for Climate Action in along with Zurab Pololikashvili, Secretary-General of
the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).

About Bucuti & Tara Beach Resort
Declared the first CarbonNeutral®/net zero hotel in the Caribbean in August 2018, Bucuti & Tara Beach
Resort is one of the Top 10 Hotels for Romance in the World (third straight year), No. 1 Hotel for Romance
in the Caribbean (sixth straight year) and No. 3 Hotel for Service in the Caribbean. Aruba’s premier adultsonly boutique resort is led by celebrated hotelier and environmentalist, Ewald Biemans, named by
Caribbean Journal as the 2017 Caribbean Hotelier of the Year. The resort is nestled on the powdery white
sands of Eagle Beach, home to protected sea turtles and named one of the “Dream Beaches of the World.”
Now home to the Caribbean’s Safest, Healthiest Vacation Experience thanks to its physician-developed
COVID-19 safety protocols and Aruba’s Health & Happiness Code seal, Bucuti has 104 well-appointed
guestrooms, suites and penthouses. It offers sunbeds and shade for every guest; freshwater infinity pool;
spa; WiFi; and complimentary iPad with Skype for use during stay. Award-winning healthy dining is

enjoyed at oceanfront Elements, Tara Lounge and private beach dining. Reserved exclusively for guests
and their friends, the newly renovated open-air SandBar offers top-shelf cocktails and live music daily
along with the Caribbean’s first Healthy Hour. The resort is TAG Approved® as a LGBTQ-friendly hotel.
Bucuti, a worldwide sustainable tourism leader, holds eco-certifications of LEED Gold, Green Globe
Platinum and Travelife Gold and was named the World’s Most Sustainable Hotel/Resort in 2016 by Green
Globe.
About the One Planet network Sustainable Tourism Program
The One Planet Sustainable Tourism Program has the overall objective to enhance the sustainable
development impacts of the tourism sector by 2030, by developing, promoting and scaling up sustainable
consumption and production practices that boost the efficient use of natural resources while producing
less waste and addressing the challenges of climate change, loss of biodiversity and pollution. The
Sustainable Tourism Program is part of the One Planet network, a multi-stakeholder partnership to
implement SDG 12 on Sustainable Consumption and Production.
https://www.oneplanetnetwork.org/programmes/sustainable-tourism
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